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Introduction
Certificate of Need laws in Oklahoma require that potential new nursing homes and psychiatric facilities prove a lack of supply of services by existing providers. Consequently, Oklahomans suffer from artificially high costs, lower quality, and limited availability of these types of health care. While originally a measure to reduce costs, these requirements block innovation and quality service in a market that is already suffering from poor levels of innovation and high costs. Certificate of Need laws were put in place all over the country in reaction to a federal law to control health care costs after Medicare and Medicaid were instituted in 1965. Due to changes in how such services are reimbursed, these laws became obsolete decades ago. Many states have completely repealed their CON laws. Oklahoma should do the same.

Certificate of Need (CON) laws require a business contemplating entering or expanding in an industry to first get permission from the government to do so. Significant changes in ownership and management in existing facilities also often require a CON approval from government, as is the case in Oklahoma. To get a CON for expansion, a business must prove that its services are needed. That is, it has to prove that other businesses already in the industry will not otherwise fully provide the service for existing or expected demand.

Regulation through CON and CON-like laws is mostly applied to health care. Hospitals, ambulance services, nursing homes, and special treatment facilities have all been subjected to CON regulation in various states and at different times around the nation. New York was the first state to enact such a law in 1964, affecting hospitals and nursing homes. By 1968, the American Hospital Association was promoting CON laws. Then, the spread of CON laws went into overdrive in 1974 with a federal mandate that required all 50 states to control health care facilities spending.

Public policy had effectively obligated taxpayers to pay for health care facilities (explained in more detail below), whether they were needed or not, so it was believed that some mechanism was needed to limit taxpayers’ exposure to costly over-investment. By 1975, 20 states had CON laws and by 1980, Louisiana was the only state that...
did not have a CON law. Most of these laws were in response to the federal mandate, which was repealed in 1987. During this time, the most famous CON law issue arose in Oklahoma with Oral Roberts’ attempt to open the City of Faith Hospital in Tulsa. At that time, Oklahoma still had a CON statute that applied generally to hospitals. Since 1987, many states have repealed their CON laws, which is also true of Oklahoma, which repealed all but two of its CON statutes.

One of Oklahoma’s remaining CON statutes applies to long-term care facilities, mainly nursing homes and facilities for the developmentally disabled. The other CON statute applies to psychiatric and chemical dependency facilities. While not clear from the statute, CON laws only apply to those chemical dependency treatment beds located in licensed facilities. Until a rule change in the last decade, all in-patient drug treatment facilities were subject to the CON law. Now, the CON law only applies to such beds located in hospitals.

CON laws are often connected to licensing laws, but are not a necessary part of licensing. Many argue that licensing laws for health care exist to protect the health and safety of patients by prescribing mandatory levels of service, staffing, facilities, and other issues. In most cases, health care facilities are subject to licensing laws without CON requirements. The CON process in Oklahoma is substantially a licensing process PLUS the requirement that proof be provided that the market needs new or expanded capacity.

While the details and extent of licensing laws is subject to good-faith debate, CON laws are not. CON laws exist simply to benefit industry insiders at the expense of society. No matter how qualified a new entrant may be, they must show that the market “needs” them, with need arbitrarily defined by statute and rule with industry input. As a result of CON laws, patients are forced to do business with the existing facilities even if they could potentially deal with a new facility that would provide higher quality and/or lower cost.

As already noted, the ostensible reason for the federal planning mandate, and the original CON law in New York, was cost control. It was made necessary by cost-plus pricing, one of the costliest possible contracting agreements government can use and the method used to contract early in the history of Medicare and Medicaid. Under cost-plus, a private contractor is guaranteed a percentage profit based on costs the contractor incurs. This method of contracting encourages private contracted parties to maximize, rather than minimize, costs for the simple reason that a larger net profit results from higher costs.

Since 1987, many states have repealed their CON laws, which is also true of Oklahoma, which repealed all but two of its CON statutes.

The predictable result of the cost-plus system under Medicare and Medicaid was costs of the programs rising much faster than originally anticipated, as no-longer financially constrained consumers more readily used health services, and providers naturally took advantage. The government response, also predictable, was blunt force. Instead of recognizing the folly of offering a valuable service for “free,” under a contract guaranteeing profits based on costs only providers controlled, the response was to attempt to counter the government-created incentives with government-created regulation.

Though the inflationary incentives of having a deep-pocketed third party (the U.S. taxpayer) pay health providers for patient care remain, the highly inflationary cost-plus system is long gone, replaced largely by prices dictated by government. Consequently, it is more difficult for providers to automatically profit by demonstrating high and rising costs, the method of cost inflation that CON laws are specifically designed to combat. CON laws are entirely unsuited to the task of fighting health care price inflation under today’s circumstances.

Since CON laws were designed to prevent investment, they arbitrarily define upper bounds of
investment in the markets CON laws regulate. In Oklahoma, the standard that must be met to open a new nursing home facility is expressed in two ways. First, agency rule says that new beds should not increase the number of beds per 1,000 persons age 75 and above to more than 179 and sets an “optimal target ratio” at 152 beds per 1,000. Second, an 85 percent occupancy rate in a facility’s service area is to be maintained. Service areas within Tulsa and Oklahoma City and contiguous areas are defined as the area within a 7.5 mile radius of the facility. In rural areas, the radius is extended to 15 miles. Between the number of existing nursing homes and their occupancy rates, obtaining a CON for a new or expanded facility is nearly impossible.

Regulations allow long-term care facilities for the developmentally disabled with 16 and fewer beds to open with relatively little opportunity for existing facility owners to challenge. Larger facilities would find it very difficult to open or expand given regulations that require an existing facility to have a 95 percent occupancy rate prior to expansion and a general rule to keep the maximum number of beds at 84 per 100,000 population. Because there is very little activity in psychiatric treatment facility CON applications, it is difficult to judge how restrictive that area is as compared to nursing homes, but one attempt to open a new facility met a good deal of opposition.

**CON Laws As Part of a Bigger Cost Problem in Health Care**

The biggest concern regarding health care lies with medical services’ high costs, which have risen faster than inflation for decades and caused concerns about the availability of health insurance, which is only a payment method and not health care itself. The root causes of the rapid rise in health care costs lie in government policies that have increased the demand for health care exponentially while simultaneously restricting supply. To an economist, the ad hoc explanation that improved technology drives up health care costs sounds like fingernails on a chalkboard. Improved technology has never driven up costs in any other industry. There is no reason to expect an exception to this rule in health care.

The supply of health care has been restricted since the beginning of the 20th century by licensing laws that, in the name of quality and consumer protection, have served to protect licensees from easier competition. Facilities licensing, CON laws, as well as strict controls over the supply of medications have a similar impact. Taken together, these supply restrictions are very significant, and contribute to rising health care costs, especially considering increases in demand that have resulted from individuals no longer paying their own health care bills.

In 1960, roughly half of all spending on health care was done out-of-pocket by patients. By 2006, only an eighth of health care costs were covered out-of-pocket. Health insurance and federal programs make up all the difference and then some, displacing state programs as well as private spending. Medicare and Medicaid started with federal legislation in 1965, but even by 1960, health insurance represented a fifth of health care spending, driven by federal income tax law that exempts benefits from taxation. Employer-provided health insurance is tax avoidance and a direct result of federal government income tax policy. With third parties in the guise of government and employer-sponsored pre-paid health care plans (what we now call insurance) paying our health care bills, patients and providers have responded to the obvious incentives. This demand-inducing policy combined with supply-restricting regulations like CON laws have pushed health care prices to rise faster than inflation.

**Monopolistic Impact**

CON laws regulate entry or expansion in the areas of the health care industry affected by these laws. Economically, by restricting business entry and expansion, CON laws: 1) restrict the supply of service, 2) increase the price of service, 3) negatively impact the quality of service, and 4) increase the profits of “insiders” who are approved to provide the regulated service. In other words, CON laws have effects similar to that of monopoly power in a market. Monopolies intentionally restrict supply so as to raise price without fear of inviting entry by other firms, a fear CON laws alleviate. This, in turn, causes monopolies to earn abnormally high profits.
and, due to the lack of competition, monopolies can allow quality of service to slide.

A true monopoly is characterized by a single firm supplying a unique good or service, but many firms can unite and act like a monopoly when they are able to organize themselves as a cartel. Cartels restrict supply by having each member agree to a restricted production quota and/or exclusive operational territory. In a true free market setting, cartels do not last. There is an incentive for one or more of the members to cheat by producing more than its allotment and creating a windfall for that member by increasing supply and depressing price only slightly or by encroaching on another’s territory. When enough members cheat, the cartel dissolves into market competition. But, when cartels are enforced by government rules like CON laws, which legally enforce restricted quotas and territories, a cartel’s monopoly-like power can last for decades. The incentives that would break up cartels are undermined as market shares are protected by government fiat.16

A pertinent example of government-enforced cartel-like behavior is New York City’s taxi service. There, the primary mechanism for restricting supply is the taxi medallion, a piece of hardware a taxi must have in order to legally operate. New York City limits the number of medallions so that new entry into the taxi industry is not allowed at all. The result has long been complaints of dirty cars, surly drivers, excessive waits for taxis, and no innovation. The best evidence that quality of service has suffered is in the quick success of upstart Uber, a company that is not part of New York’s “taxi cartel.” Customers have flocked to Uber after reports of clean cars, polite drivers, short waits, and more, while the New York City cab industry is feeling profound effects.17

**Cartel Behavior**

The authors of this paper do not allege that businesses subject to CON in Oklahoma are meeting to set quotas and control output price. They do not need to do so in order to control their market. The CON law, by legally restricting the entry of new firms to provide psychiatric services and long-term care under the limits noted above, have basically the same effect, as demonstrated below. The big difference between CON laws and a market-based cartel is that a market cartel has no legal way to enforce the agreement. The Oklahoma State Department of Health enforces the CON laws, and CON laws allow already-existing companies to legally enforce the cartel.

One indicator of monopoly-like phenomena is to look at long-term care facilities for the developmentally disabled. Every county in Oklahoma appears to have its own local monopoly (or nearly so) in this type of facility, as can be seen by looking at facilities’ names, evidence of cartel-created exclusive territories.18 Most of the facilities for the developmentally disabled are small, which is partly because opening larger facilities is a practical impossibility under the rule that existing facilities’ occupancy exceed 95 percent before expansion can occur and the limits on the number of beds per 100,000 population. Almost half of these facilities were completely full in July of 2013 (which is the latest data available). Many of the rest were well over 90 percent full, although almost paradoxically, the statewide occupancy rate was 79 percent due to a few relatively large facilities not being completely full. This last statistic alone makes it unlikely that new facilities larger than 16 beds will be approved under the state’s CON law.19

Craig County’s nine small developmentally disabled facilities were fully occupied, as were Canadian’s two, LeFlore’s two, and Ottawa’s four. Hughes County’s six facilities were 97 percent occupied. Oklahoma County’s five facilities were at 95 percent, as were the 12 facilities in Okfuskee County and the 13 in Pontotoc. Counties with relatively large facilities saw lower occupancy rates,
like the one in Seminole at 67 percent. Of the nineteen counties with developmentally disabled facilities, five had occupancy rates below 80 percent, but ten were above 90 percent. CON regulations keep occupancy high but entry into the industry limited.

One of the criteria for obtaining a Certificate of Need in Oklahoma is to specify one’s service area. This does not necessarily mean there will be no competition within that area, but it is apparent that the CON law helps to control the amount of competition much the same way cartels carve up territories for their members. The high developmentally disabled treatment occupancy rates in many counties suggest relatively tight supply, which is expected in a monopolistic situation. Overall, the data suggest that long-term care facilities for the disabled suffer a decided lack of competition in the state, especially since they appear to be restricted from accomplishing economies of scale. This, in turn, suggests costs remain high while quality and innovation suffer.

Nursing homes have a much lower statewide occupancy rate of 66 percent and greater diversity of ownership within counties, judging by the names of the facilities, although Department of Health CON application files show a good deal of industry consolidation. This has not, however, translated into high quality. Oklahoma ranks among the top ten in the number of deficiencies and fines incurred by nursing homes. In addition, serious deficiencies have resulted in numerous suspensions of payments by the federal government to nursing homes in Oklahoma. Despite this sorry performance, potential high-quality entrants are blocked by the state’s low occupancy rate and agency rules meant to keep occupancy within a given service area at an 85 percent minimum. Incumbents have an incentive to maintain excess capacity as a way to block entry under the regulation.

While CON regulations allow small-scale entry in the developmentally disabled area, occupancy remains high and county-level monopolies appear to prevail as large-scale facilities are blocked from opening. On the other hand CON regulation provides an incentive to keep occupancy rates low in the nursing home arena even as it is nearly impossible to open entirely new facilities. The rules do allow nursing homes to add some beds without having to acquire a CON to do so, making it possible to keep capacity high enough to block entry.

Nursing homes appear to see the most CON regulation activity. This is important for Oklahoma’s taxpayers as well as nursing home patients given that 67 percent of nursing home revenues come from Medicaid, which is significantly state-funded. Nursing home facilities throughout the nation are licensed, as they are in Oklahoma. Licensing itself restricts entry by new firms into an industry. This, along with price and poor quality performance in Oklahoma, begs the question of just what the benefit of CON is supposed to be. It does not appear to accrue to the general public given that one of its likely effects is to push up the price of a publicly-provided service.

Psychiatric and drug dependence treatment facilities reported by the Department of Health are all located in hospitals and, with a few exceptions, have a good deal of capacity. However, there is controversy over the Department of Health’s occupancy figures. Notably, the Midwest Regional Medical Center has alleged that the state’s statistics are inaccurate and that there is, in fact, a severe shortage of psychiatric beds.

CON laws are particularly pernicious in the way they prevent high quality service from being offered in a market. They do so by allowing already-existing firms to limit competition by essentially vetoing entry into the market by new service providers. This is done by requiring anyone proposing new facilities to “demonstrate that existing psychiatric and chemical dependency service beds are not and will not be adequate to meet the needs in the service area” and to “demonstrate that alternative or substitute services are not and will be inadequate to meet the needs of the population.”

The requirements from administrative rules stated above, consistent with statute and which also apply to long-term care, essentially provide incumbent firms warning of potential entrants’ plans and allow the incumbent firms to decide whether they might counter entrants’ moves by proposing their own expansions. In most
In most industries, competitors are not given notice far in advance of potential entry, especially notice that includes detailed financials and business plans.

Without an effective threat of competition from new entry, incumbent firms can neglect quality, held to account mainly by government inspections and regulation, which is often inefficient and ineffective. The state generally sees only one entirely new long-term care facility approved each year.\(^28\) This speaks to restrictiveness of the law in that facilities age and must be replaced and updated. The easiest way to accomplish this is with entirely new replacement, complete with new technologies, often with new entrants providing the impetus to change and improve. This stasis in nursing home facilities occurs at the same time the aged population is increasing. It is also happening at a time when technology is rapidly changing, making it easier and more accurate to monitor patients with technology rather than by personnel. These developments will only be slower in being implemented in a non-competitive environment.

Oklahoma’s Department of Health is required by law to make it easy for existing companies to be informed of developments regarding their competitors by publishing lists of the latest CON applications. Under the law, even changes of ownership of a facility must receive permission by way of a Certificate of Need.\(^29\) Some other actions like minor management changes and the addition of a small number of beds are exempted from CON requirements, but even these must be reported, and are listed on the department’s monthly “The Notice” publication, which is readily available online.\(^30\) CON applications, which include extensive financial disclosures, are a matter of public record. Applications can be, and are, reviewable by the public.

Consider the case of one specialized Alzheimer’s residential treatment facility for Claremore, Oklahoma called Autumn Wood, proposed early in 2009. Though the facility would have to be licensed anyway, it took seven months for the Department of Health to be satisfied with the information provided and approve the CON application. Even so, at least three competing nursing homes, Claremore Nursing Home, Inola Health Care Center, and Amity Care, legally intervened, alleging that technicalities rendered the approval illegal. Eventually, a judge ruled in favor of the new facility, which finally received its Certificate of Need eleven months after its initial application filing.\(^31\)

Autumn Wood was fortunate. A similar facility called Hometown Memory Care, proposed in 2013 for Poteau, Oklahoma, received CON approval after 14 months, only to eventually withdraw its application after almost two years in process. As with Autumn Wood, multiple protests of the approval by other nursing home operators were filed. These included: the Oaks Healthcare Center, Talihina Manor, Pocola Nursing Home, Medi-Home of Arkoma, Heavener Nursing Home, Vista Nursing Home and Vian Nursing and Rehabilitation. Numerous technical issues were raised in what appears to be something like throwing random things against a wall until something sticks. Complaints included claims that there was not enough financial information provided, inadequate operating history, incomplete operating plan, inadequacy of a licensed administrator, and an already saturated service area. Despite an intention to serve Alzheimer’s patients still at home and not...
previously served, the proposer clearly did not have the deep pockets to fight off all the challenges and, after almost two years, gave up. The file at the Oklahoma State Department of Health is about 7.5 inches thick.32

Another application for a nursing facility called Epworth Living at the Ranch to establish a facility aimed at Oklahoma State University Alumni, was held up due to protests by other nursing homes. The business plan called for establishing a nursing home as part of continuous-care retirement community, one in which independent residents transition to a nursing home and end-of-life care. The nursing home was to be open to the general public, helping to provide cash flow. Due to protests from other nursing homes, eventually a different application was approved, called Epworth Living Community. The project, only now being built, was delayed some months due to the CON process and the intervention of the legislature. It was only approved because the legislature passed a carefully tailored amendment to the CON law that allowed a nursing home associated with a non-profit life-care facility and sized at only 20 percent of the residential facility's capacity to open. Only half of the beds in that facility can be filled from the general community for seven years, after which new patients must come from the life-care community.33 Given the trouble this politically well-connected effort ran into due to the CON law, which included a former congressman, those not politically well connected are likely frozen out of the process altogether.34

What Acquisitions of Existing Facilities Say about CON

Acquisitions by lease and through outright purchase are the most common CON applications reported in “The Notice,” the statutorily-required publication informing the public of CON actions. As noted above, it is almost impossible to open an entirely new facility since, regulations indicate no need for new ones. Most CON acquisition applications are approved within four to six months, a long time by market standards, as investors stand still on planned investments waiting for government permission to proceed. It is not uncommon to see some of these held up as application filings are deemed incomplete, only to be denied when completed. Denials might be reconsidered by administrative judges and approved or reversed through settlement agreements.

Acquisitions, which one might think would be relatively straightforward, can be held up for considerable periods. Agency research and investigations on acquisitions includes whether any complaints have ever been made against a buyer’s other facilities as well as finances and credentials.

The acquisition of three nursing homes by the same parties, Meeker Nursing Center, McLoud Nursing Center and Harrah Nursing Center, was originally filed and then disappeared from “The Notice” within 5 months in 2012. The same transaction was attempted in 2013 only to see the application denied seven months later. Agency files show an approval on a sort of probationary condition that no new applications would be sought for two years and that training for the new owners would be required. This settlement was agreed to almost two years after the initial CON application was filed.35 Similar probationary settlements were made with acquisitions concerning Wadley Care Center, Care Living Center, and Bradford Village.36

One might wonder why anyone would be willing to go through months of legal bills and back-and-forth with government agencies just to come to a hamstringing settlement agreement to buy and operate a nursing home. The answer is very much similar to why someone would, at one time, pay well over $1 million for a taxi medallion in New York City. The supply is fixed, making it likely that a long-term care or psychiatric treatment facility will only gain in value.37

Repeal CON Laws

Certificate-of-Need economic regulation limits opportunity for would-be entrepreneurs and innovators. It limits options for those who could benefit from potential innovations and the benefits of competition, which include lower pricing, improved quality, and greater service availability. At the same time, CON laws enrich those who are already in the industry. In effect, CON laws act as
a transfer program from patients and taxpayers to providers, not just to pay for services rendered, but to pay a premium for services made scarcer than they ought to be by poor public policy. Studies show that, at best, CON laws have failed in their mission to control costs for taxpayer-financed public health programs. At worst, they have predictably done just the opposite by causing higher costs.38

Since CON laws reached their peak around 1980, more than a dozen states have repealed them entirely.39 The main reason such laws persist is that special interests - those already in an industry made relatively non-competitive by CON laws - want to see them remain. These are influential leaders in the health care industries that are impacted by CON laws and who reap the benefits from learning about new entrants’ plans. Consider the history of CON. By 1968, health care industry decision makers had recognized that CON laws provided an additional blanket of security from competition for them, and the American Hospital Association (AHA) began actively advocating for their passage. This was six years before the federal mandate. It makes no sense to believe that the AHA was advocating for a system to keep hospitals from raising prices. What does make sense is that cost control was a pretext for using government to limit competition, always in the name of patient protection, of course. In fact, one study found that “Mature CON programs ... result in a slight (2 percent) reduction in bed supply but higher costs per day and per admission, along with higher hospital profits.”40

The most politically powerful argument for CON laws is that they allow a government agency tasked with protecting people the opportunity to gate-keep who is allowed to participate in an industry that directly impacts vulnerable individuals’ health. The aged, people with psychiatric issues, and the developmentally disabled are very vulnerable and not in a good position to protect themselves. But the same could be said about restaurant patrons, most of whom never see their food being stored and prepared. Yet, harm to restaurant patrons is not prevalent, which is why it makes the news when it happens. The key is to have laws that allow family members ready access to those under care, and repeal of CON in no way disallows regulation to protect peoples’ health.

More fundamentally, CON laws are not the same as licensing laws. Licensing laws for health care, many argue, rightly or wrongly, protect the health and safety of patients. While the details and extent of licensing laws is subject to good-faith debate, CON laws clearly do not serve a public purpose. Rather, they exist to limit competition. They are examples of cronyism (also referred to as second-order or legal corruption) where select private parties benefit at the expense of other private parties (potential competitors) and society as a whole.

CON has always been more about gaining and securing market power than about protecting taxpayers from high costs. Repealing CON is an easy first step in scaling back regulation in America’s heavily regulated and high-cost health care industry. As health care delivery becomes increasingly innovative, with mobile technology making patient monitoring less labor intensive, these regulations only get in the way of higher quality, lower-cost care.
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